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L OUD A ND C LEAR , EIFS I S T HE
“F UT URE ”
EIMA annual meetings have established
themselves as the premiere event for
the EIFS industry. The 2019 affair at
The Woodlands, Texas, was no different. This year saw an uptick in registrants as the interest in EIMA and the
EIFS industry are on the rise. With the
pound of a gavel, 2018 – 2020 EIMA
President Peter Daechsel introduced
the meeting theme – Headed for the
Future – and that’s exactly what message carried through the three-day
event.
Whether it was the residential panel,
marketing updates, international and
national affairs, or legislative affairs,
the message was clear that EIFS are
the future. The meeting was highlighted
with the visual argument that EIFS is

S TART W IT H W HY
The Opening General Session welcomed
Heath Slawner, whose presentation was
talked about in every subsequent session. Heath, an “Ignitor” in Simon
Sinek’s “Start With Why” organization,
was both passionate and engaging. Joining the Start With Why team in 2015,
Heath works with clients in a host of
industries across the world. Throughout
his presentation, he praised different
companies and members of EIMA for
how they handle their brands. While
sharing the “how, what and why” with the
packed room, he shared stories of other
businesses and how their brands and
slogans might not always relay the message to customers and even employees.
It was the simple exercise and question
at the conclusion that got everyone talking: “What is YOUR word?” The basic
inquiry was answered during every conversation and during every session that
followed.

diverse and can achieve many great
things. This was showcased with the
renewal of the prestigious EIFS Hero
Awards Program, which handed out
several awards for the marvelous design
characteristics of the exterior wall cladding system. The results have already
been splashed across social media and
have begun to get mentioned in industry
publications.
After the launch of the EIFS “Hero” video
last year, a residential video debuted at
the conclusion of the Opening General
Session. Its official release date will be
soon. If you missed any of the 2019
EIMA Annual Meeting, stay tuned for
videos of selected sessions of the annual meeting that document the progress
and excitement that’s occurring.
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Whether it was the panel discussion with
three homebuilders on EIFS, or the unveiling of research findings, the residential market is primed for a resurgence of
the energy efficient – modern exterior
wall cladding.
During the panel discussion, three homebuilders, all from different backgrounds,
provided their take on their decisionmaking process when it came to selecting materials. “Cost” was repeatedly

EIFS

IN THE

RESIDENTIAL

mentioned and it brought about the
point that it does vary from place to
place. The panel also gave an eyeopening look into the fact that different
builders see the same products in a
very different light, largely because of
what they’re building.
The Closing General Session was highlighted by the much-anticipated research findings from Ed Hudson and
the Home Innovations Research Labor-

GUIDING YOUR MARKETING
PRINCIPLES
Dr. Pradip Krishnadevarajan and Dr.
Senthil Gunasekaran came highly recommended from EIMA members, and they
impressed a full room with their presentation: Marketing Best Practices – Devel-

oping Relevant Channel Value Propositions.
Value targets, driving profitable growth,
and how sales and marketing evolve

atory (HIRL). He walked through the
findings that showed the overall market share that is currently EIFS and
where openings might be to grow. The
research, which began with 11 initial
interviews (phase 1) and grew to 400
(phase 2), gave an in-depth look at
what the immediate future holds, and
where efforts need to be made for
growth in the coming years.

WITH

FOUR

based on a customer value proposition were all topics of discussion during the very educational marketing
presentation.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L A T T E N T I O N S H OW N
D U R I N G E D U C AT I O N A L S E S S I O N
From our neighbors up North to our
friends across the ocean, the international attention being given to EIFS was
on full display during the General Education Session.
The Managing Director of the European
Association for ETICS (EAE), Ralf Pasker,
provided an introduction to EAE and
shared their recent accomplishments
and challenges. He highlighted EAE’s
efforts to work together as they attempt
to harmonize the differing European
requirements for the varying external
insulation systems.
A resident of Canada, John Edgar is a
world-renowned building scientist. Since
starting his consulting firm, John’s work

is focused on advising the International
Organization of Standardization (ISO) in

its efforts to develop EIFS standards
that can be used across each continent.

M E M B E R S H I P B R E A K FA S T S B R I N G
P A RT I E S T O G E T H E R T O D I S C U S S
PRESSING TOPICS
Three separate breakfasts were held
to allow different membership categories to participate in breakout sessions where they could discuss the
pressing issues they faced in their
fields.
4th Annual Contractors Committee
and Board of Directors Breakfast
This year’s breakfast started with a
presentation from Bill Preston entitled
“Supporting the Use of EIFS/EIFS with
Drainage.” That was followed by Sarah
Aird providing opening comments focused on the struggles with finding
skilled labor, and how concerns with
manpower were so prevalent in the
industry. Some companies opened up
about what they were doing to attract
individuals new to the workforce, while
others were sharing ways to recognize
their current employees.
EIMA Associate Members Convene
First Forum
EIMA’s Associate Members met during
the annual meeting for the first time
ever to review a multitude of EIFS

technical
issues
that were
presented by
members of
EIMA’s
Technical and Research Steering Committee. The issues reviewed included: air/
water-resistive barriers (A/WRBs), the
pending EIMA EIFS inspection standard, and fire testing. The Associate
members were joined by a few of
EIMA’s Allied members, which will be
occurring at future meetings of this
group. Following the presentation of
technical issues, there was a lively Q
and A session on EIFS application.
Contractors, Distributors, and Board of
Directors Breakfast
Dave Neff of Manning Materials
opened the meeting highlighting the
previous day’s events, specifically the
EIFS Hero Awards Ceremony. Following
his opening remarks, he invited Tracy

Tanking, Architectural Building Systems, Inc., to address the advocacy
efforts in the greater Kansas City
area. Tracy shared news of a victory
in the City of Shawnee, KS, and the
steps that were taken to overcome
the prohibitive ordinance. He highlighted the collaborative effort between a local distributor and EIMA
staff that proved successful, and it
was the same approach being used
on other cases in the area. Beyond
advocacy efforts, members discussed
new techniques to attract customers,
such as social media. Representatives for different companies highlighted how they were using it to attract new business, nurture existing
relationships, and the cost of such
efforts.
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R ECEPTION
A gorgeous evening after the first day
of meetings was the setting for the
EIMA Members Reception. Looking
across the water from the EIFS Hero
Project Awards Ceremony venue, was
the terrace that offered cold beer and
plenty of gin and tonic. Whether you
were talking shop or enjoying the opportunity to catch up with old friends,
this event perfectly placed a finishing
touch on the activities of the first day.
Thank you to the Wall and Ceiling Alliance for sponsoring the event.
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EIFS H ERO A WARDS H ERE
If there was going to be an event that
captured the creative minds of attendees, it was the EIFS Hero Awards
Ceremony - and it did just that. Held
on the evening of March 20 in a magnificent, windowed ballroom, the event
welcomed guests to continue their
networking from the cocktail reception
over dinner. As soon as dessert was
served, the awards ceremony began.
From the moment the first Merit Award
was announced, the sense of pride

and accomplishment was palpable.
Manufacturers, contractors, distributors,
architects, and others were recognized
for their dedication and design excellence on the most impressive EIFS projects from the last year. Taking home
the 2018 Hero of the Year (Grand Prize)
was the Liv.able Showroom in High
Point, NC. For a complete list of award
winning EIFS projects, go to
www.eima.com/eifs/hero-awards

TO

S TAY

The buzz was quick and sweeping. Images were shared immediately on social
media and the days that followed were
full of ideas on how to improve the ceremony next year. There’s no doubt that
the excitement for the EIFS Hero Project
Awards will only grow. A huge thank you
goes out to Saint-Gobain ADFORS for
sponsoring the event, and congratulations to all those who received recognition for their spectacular EIFS projects.
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EIFS H ERO A WARDS H ERE
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E I F S B r i e f s — S p e c i a l E d i ti o n
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T H E D U N C A N C ROW T H E R M E M O R I A L G O L F
TOURNAMENT, BINGO, MEMBER OF THE YEAR
From longest drives, to even longer putts,
this outing will go down as one of the
more impressive. If you weren’t in one of
the top foursomes, you’ve got 11 months
to prepare for next year. It’s time to hit the
driving range and work on your short
game. As Tiger Woods has proven, you

can always return to championship
form. Thanks to Dow Construction
Chemicals for sponsoring the event.

EIMA Cup Winners:

2nd Place:

M. King, A. Carrillo, P. Daechsel, PJ Haberstock,

J. Buckalew, P. Neff, D. Neff, N. Shank,

3rd Place:
K. Simchuk, G. Wiedbusch, K. Reitter, D. Wilshire

Several ringers and even more newcomers took part in one of the most competitive golf tournaments in recent
memory. Not only was there a three-way
tie for third place, but the difference
between first and second came down to
a tiebreaker.

Longest Putt: J. Keel

Closest to the Pin: P. Daechsel and J. Buckalew

The first ever EIMA Bingo tournament
was a success. It too was a close race
for first place, with a three way tiebreaking round ending with a winner!

Straightest Drive: D. Tanking

Longest Drive: K. Reitter

The EIMA 2018 EIMA Member
of the Year Award was presented to Manning Materials Corp.
on Friday, March 22 at the
Closing General Session. EIMA
is grateful to Manning Materials for its contributions to EIMA
and the EIFS industry, for dedicated service on EIMA committees, for assistance in achieving EIMA goals and objectives,
and for aiding in the introduction of EIFS into the United
States 50 years ago.

Bingo Winners: M. Siwiec, E. Maslov
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